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how representational vehicles are used to ground content, cannot explain how representational content 
can be causally relevant to the production of behavior. I argue that structural representations are 
susceptible to the very same critique; they, too, rely on use in relevantly similar ways.  
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I present a parity argument which aims to establish that reading is a process for which any sense 

modality can serve as a candidate input mechanism. I then move to establish that any properties 
purportedly possessed by visual and tactile (e.g., Braille) reading, but lacked by auditory reading, fail to 
mark a relevant difference between these forms of reading. 
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There are two broad approaches to function ascription. Etiological approaches explicate function via 

appeal to the selection history of an item. In contrast, functional analysis approaches appeal to an item’s 
current causal contribution to some capacity of the system in which it is embedded. I offer an account of 
function focusing on the dependency relations that obtain between components of a system, one which 

can accommodate the main insights of prominent approaches, while avoiding their pitfalls.  
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this use condition, when properly explicated, is sufficient for representation, as it screens off any other 
purported necessary conditions for mental content. 
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The extended mind hypothesis (henceforth EMH) says that cognition, and thus our mind, extends 
beyond the boundaries of our skin and skull. Thus far, with respect to the propositional attitudes, 
arguments from proponents of EMH have focused almost exclusively on beliefs. I argue that EMH fails to 
apply to other propositional attitudes, such as desires and fears. Furthermore, when we understand why 
EMH fails in these other instances, we see that it similarly fails to apply to beliefs.  
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NARCISSISTIC PROPERTIES AND REPRESENTATION: A FRESH ATTEMPT TO NATURALIZE MENTAL CONTENT 
Gregory Nirshberg 

 
Philosophers of Mind and Cognitive Scientists regularly invoke the terminology of mental representations, and 
yet mental representations pose a unique explanatory challenge. Our thoughts represent objects and 
properties. They are about objects and properties. For example, my thought that there is a soy latte on the 
table in front of me is somehow about the soy latte in front of me, and involves a representation of a soy latte. 
And yet is it unclear how exactly to incorporate this “aboutness” into a naturalistic framework. How do 
thoughts acquire such directedness? By what means can neural states and processes be about objects in the 
world, such as tables, cups, chairs and lattes? In addition, how do we account for the fact that representations 
can misrepresent? If it turns out that what’s on the table in front of me is a dairy milk latte, not only does the 
barista have something to answer for, but it looks as if my thought is misrepresenting a milk latte as a soy 
latte. Naturalistic accounts of representation therefore attempt to answer at least the following two questions: 
 
STATUS: In virtue of what does X, some physical state, count as a representation?  
CONTENT: What makes it the case that X has the content Y (as opposed to Z)? 
 
The first chapter of my dissertation articulates the basic strategies employed to answer the above two 
questions during the “representation wars” of the 1980s and 1990s. In doing so, it addresses the associated 
concerns raised about these strategies, specifically with respect to CONTENT. However, in recent decades a 
new set of challenges has arisen. These challenges seek to promote a wholesale skepticism of the entire 
representational enterprise. Those who raise these challenges, often referred to as proponents of 4E 
(embodied, embedded, extended, enactive cognition), suggest that we should reject appeals to representation 
in the cognitive sciences, either because there exist alternative models of cognition that provide better 
explanations of the target phenomena, or because there are no naturalistically respectable answers to the 
above two questions. The second chapter of my dissertation focuses on clarifying the precise target of the 
various challenges. I show that there are two distinct readings of STATUS, one metaphysical and the other 
epistemic, and that we can understand most 4E arguments against representation as targeted at one of these 
two versions. I then argue that, when examined more carefully with these precise targets in mind, these 
challenges do not leave mental representation in quite the dire situation it is often taken to be by 4E skeptics. 
 
The next chapter presents my own positive proposal about the nature of representation. The account is based 
on two central claims. The first is that both representational status and representational content are 
determined by the way a structure is used by other parts of the system in which it is embedded. The second is 
that basic representational content is not about objects or intrinsic properties of objects, but about extrinsic, 
or narcissistic, properties that hold between the external object and the system interacting with it. Though 
initially counter-intuitive, I argue that this account offers satisfactory answers to CONTENT and STATUS. 
Indeed, I show that positing narcissistic content provides a more explanatorily fruitful account of content than 
competing theories. Further, I argue that my account can address the challenges from representational 
skepticism, while at the same time incorporating many of the considerations that motivate the 4E rejection of 
representation in the first place.  
 
My last chapter addresses concerns that grounding a theory of content in use is naturalistically illicit. I first 
argue that all naturalistic accounts of representation must, and do, incorporate use to answer our original 
questions. I then suggest that when we become sufficiently clear on the role that use plays, we see that it 
screens off any other purported necessary conditions for representational status or content, such that all 
naturalistic theories of mental content ought to be interpreted as use theories. However, I also argue that, 
contra extant critiques in the literature, this is perfectly compatible with naturalism about mental content. 


